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About This Game

In this action game you can try your survival and strategy skills as well.The features includes multiplayer and cross platform
multiplayer mode, so you available to connect and play together or switch to a different device. This game is available on

windows, mac and linux .Transform faster than the others and get the highest scores.There is a shop system so you can buy
armor or high variation of weapons such as minigun, laser and lots of everything.

You available to choose different characters like ironman,
soldiers or many more. Enjoy the low-poly visual experience.

Play together with your friends and share your victory!

The current features include:

Multiplayer mode

Beautiful, low-poly visuals

Available on windows, mac linux

Cross platform multiplayer

Soldier and Iron mode

Shop system
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5 iron characters

9 soldier weapons

4 iron weapons
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Pros: LT Pannier, Nice route with a few scenarios and fun to shunt and drive on.

Cons: Class 20 has a broken horn, Rolling stock is all from pre released items and the route is alright.
It would be nice if the 4 wheeler coaches were in Metropolitan livery rather than southern.

As you can see compared to the cons there isn't many good things about the route.

If you can pick this up for a low price in a sale I'd recommend it if Metropolitan\/LT stuff is to your interests, But not at full
price.. I bought this game after the update to support the VIVE. This is a very basic wave shooter with a story if you want to call
it that. You kill mobs and then can buy ammo, guns, grenades, and bullet time. This game probably won't really get people too
excited as it doesn't take much skill to play it. That is saying someting coming from myself who likes things fairly simple and
non-complex in VR but since the devleper didn't insult us with a high price it may be deemed as something worth $2.99. My
main gripe with it right now is it is very short. More chapters would be welcomed and I hope the developer is working on a
content update. If we had a number rating I might give it a 5\/10. But that would be pushing it. I am going to keep this in my
library as it is something to show people in VR that wouldn't be too hard for first timers and younger kids. I am going to
recommend this to die-hard wave shooter fans but as it is now it is not very challenging. Just something to play if you don't have
a lot of time and like aliens. Also, I do believe this game was originally developed for smart phone VR then ported to Rift then
made for VIVE.

Video of first time full run through using VIVE motion controllers. Enjoy.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hqk1muowofg. this game as a whole was a big bruh moment

the music was fantastic

my heart is gone. As a musician, I really appreciate the addition of a new track. Now on to the real review.

The new scenario offers a pleasent challenge, but it isn't impossible; El Presidente bcomes El Spielbergo. The new map is very
enjoyable. One fortress does the job of several guard towers. It makes fortifying the island much easier, and it
T-Day does NOT, however, offer more control over individual troops or troop movement. This DLC also does not allow for

Definitely worth $4. 7.5\/10. This game is so boring. Run through and kill these things fast on our few short levels that run
poorly!! I run battlefield 1 at 60fps and shadow warrior 2 at 60fps. I could barely get 40 from this game if I tried. This game is
dull, boring, repetative and broke. It tells you to run through the level as fast as you can but it fails you if you go too fast?? What
sort of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t is that? I want my money back. deffinatly not worth the $12 I payed
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I bought this game in spite of a lot of bad reviews because I thoroughly enjoyed The Initiate and The Initiate 2. Not listening to
the reviews was a big mistake.

Chapter 1 was enjoyable in spite of a lot of small bugs. Chapter 2 was kind of pointless but I managed to get through it fairly
quickly. Chapter 3 is completely unplayable for me. No explaination of what or how to do the "objectives." But after two
complete playthroughs, I was never able to stay alive long enough to figure it out.  The objective is to kill and "skin" some
animals. The animals would run in place for several seconds during which your bullets seemed to do no harm and then they
would finally bolt towards you when you would have to fire fast enough to kill them. Once killed, there seemed to be no way to
interact with them to get a skin. Meanwhile, you would suddenly be attacked from behind and even with a good starting health,
you are dead.

I posted to the forums about the problem but evidently anyone who had once been interested in the game is long gone.
Meanwhile, I had played too many hours (playing through twice) to get a refund.. epic game from epic games. I was lured into
buying this with sweet words like "Rimworld" and "Sims" and "Minecraft" but when I got here all I found was Stonehearth and
Garbage Pail Kids. The gameplay mechanics such as the stockpile and crafting system is quite the let down, it's almost identical
in every way to Stonehearth to the absolute pixel.

I can overlook the quirky Garbage Pail Kids giving me the bird (Seriously, zoom in when they dig.) and the rather provocative
animations of eating bread, but this game is a carbon copy of Stonehearth and it desperately needs to simply not be that. The
developers need to shift away from Stonehearth and towards more successful branches of colony management sim games, such
as Rimworld, Dwarf Fortress, and such. Stonehearth isn't a bad game, but even it has its own bad game mechanic choices. That
stockpile and crafting system needs to go right out the window. It's ultimately a poor design, and I feel you guys can do better!

I get that your name is Overly Complicated Games, but in this situation you shouldn't be further complicating an already
complicated system. Find the simplicity within the complexity and make something better. Don't be afraid to be original!

If you're on the fence to getting this game, I would recommend watching it for a while before making any
commitments. It's a neat game and concept until you see it in practice. I hope to see this game lean heavily away from
Stonehearth in the future releases.

-----
And for the love of all that is existence, please stop calling this Rimworld like it's somehow remotely similar... It's like
saying "That fellow over there has a lovely floral scent coming from his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Embark is to Rimworld what a booger is to a truck tire.
-----

Addendum: Wait, so... I can build a bed, chest, torch, table, and chairs from nothing using several individually placed
planks from the stockpile from this intelligent button on my hotbar; but a wooden wall and a barrel must be queued up
on the workbench? -_- cool.... idk about you, but this is straight out of pewdiepie the legend of the brofist for me.. I've
played through this game a few times, and will play it more. I love it! Nice level of dfficulty. Tricky, but not frustrating.
I had to restart levels I lost, but didn't have to consult a guide.. This game has really fun physics based melee combat. I
really don't know where to begin, this game moved me the way only a few games in the past could do. It is a walking
simulator \/ adventure game \/ horror-thriller movie with a detective novel essence. Incredible graphics, almost real life
like, the soundtracks reminded me of the naive Miyazaki movies, a little sad deep inside, a little wondrous like a child. I
played it like a tourist as well, took so many screen shots I almost felt like a Japanese tourist in Istanbul... And you
would play this game even if it lasted 4 years to complete, it would be a hell of a journey... Buy it play it, digest it,
remember it...
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